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How To Answer The Question “What Do You Do?” 

 
Learning Objectives: 

• Why you need an answer to the question “What do you do?” 
• How to create your “elevator pitch” (or as we call it at BHC your “hot hook”) 
• Discover our done-for-you hot hooks for the 90-Day Total Transformation 

program  
 
What is the #1 most difficult question to answer as a health coach? 
 
If you thought the answer was “what do you charge?”, you are INCORRECT.  
 
The #1 most difficult question for a health coach to answer is… “What do you do?” 
 
You may have already found this a little difficult, as you try to explain to friends, 
family, colleagues and people you meet that you’re becoming a health coach. 
 
Their eyes might have glazed over, OR they might have said “That’s so COOL!” but 
they have no idea what it is that you actually do. 
 
Most health coaches struggle with how to describe what they do in a way that 
IGNITES people’s curiosity. 
 
And if you CAN’T do this, then it’s awfully hard to get clients. 
 
In this video training you’ll learn, step-by-step, how to come up with an exciting way 
to describe what you do that COMPELS people to either become clients themselves… 
or refer others to your business. 
 
(PLUS – you’ll make it easy for other people to see what you do as COOL and 
INTERESTING – which makes this process fun!) 
 
Many “marketing gurus” call this description your 30 second “Elevator Pitch”…. but 
we don’t think it’s about “pitching” or selling or using fancy words in an elevator. 
 
It’s about choosing specific language that wakes people up from their daily “trance”, 
sparks their attention, and gets them interested to know more about what you have 
to offer… 
 
And when done very well, it does all this in less than 30 seconds…;-) 
 
You might be thinking, “That sounds great, Carey & Stacey, but how do I create this 
mythical “Hot Hook’”? 
 
Glad you asked. Because we’ve got a template for you that’s SO EASY you can 
complete it in under 3 minutes. 
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How To Create Your HOT HOOK 
 
Use our proven, step-by-step Hot Hook Template to create a catchy, compelling and 
hot hook that describes what you do in a way that has prospects practically begging 
to be your client. 
 
Here’s the template… 
 
Hot Hook Template 

1. I’m a health coach, and I help/show.… [The people you solve a problem for] 
2. Problem They Want To Solve… [a.k.a. your Doorway] 
3. So They Can… [Specific Result – What are they moving TOWARDS?] 

Hint: Try to name a positive change they will experience in their day-to-
day life. 

4. In/With/Without/While [Specific convenience or pain they want to avoid] 
5. Optional Finish: Do you know anyone who wants to.…? [Recap] 

 
Let’s take a look at how the template looks when it’s all tied together in one powerful 
script. 
 
I’m a health coach, and I help [insert the people you solve a problem for] [insert 
specific problem you solve, which is your doorway] so they can [insert result] 
without [specific convenience or pain they want to avoid]. Do you know anyone 
who wants to…..? 
 
Want to see examples of Hot Hooks? 
 
Check these out….you’ll notice that they are Hot Hooks that match each one of the 
sample niches from the previous video. That means what we’ve done the work for 
you - sweet!! 
 

Sample Niche #1: Anti-Aging 
 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: Look fabulous over 50 

Who You Solve Problem For: Women over 50 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System 
“Fabulous Over 50: The Total 

Transformation” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I show women over 
50 how to look and feel fabulous, so they 

can feel young, sexy and alive without 
surgeries, crazy diets or tons of 

supplements. Do you know any women over 
50 who are ready to look and feel fabulous?” 
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Sample Niche #2: Weight Loss 
 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: 
Break through weight loss resistance or 

plateaus 
Who You Solve Problem For: Optional 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System “The Total Weight Loss Transformation” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I help women in 
their 30s* lose those last stubborn 10 

pounds so they can fit into their skinny 
jeans without starving themselves. Do you 

know any women in their 30s who are 
dying to drop that last 10 pounds?” 

 
Sample Niche #3: Weight Loss 

 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: Look great naked 

Who You Solve Problem For: Optional 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System “Look Great Naked: The Total 
Transformation” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I help new moms* 
look great naked in as little as 90 days – 
without dieting, deprivation or military 

exercise, no matter how much weight they 
gained during their pregnancy. Do you 

know any new moms who are ready to look 
great naked?” 

 
Sample Niche #4: Energy 

 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: Double your energy 

Who You Solve Problem For: Optional 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System “The Total Energy Transformation” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I help busy 
executives* double their energy so they can 

get more done in less time. Do you know 
any execs who want to double their energy 

right now?” 
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Sample Niche #5: Weight Loss 
 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: Transform your body now 

Who You Solve Problem For: Optional 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System “The Total Body Transformation” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I help men in their 
40s* transform their bodies now, so they 

can look and perform better than ever. Do 
you know any guys in their 40s who are 

ready to kill it?” 
 

Sample Niche Bonus: Weight Loss & Energy 
 

Doorway / Problem You Solve: Transform your body & your energy now 

Who You Solve Problem For: Optional 

How To Solve Problem / Sig System “Total Transformation: The 90-Day 
Intensive” 

Sample DFY Hot Hook: 

“I’m a health coach, and I help women with 
digestive problems* lose belly bloat, so 

they can eat what they want AND put their 
pants on. Do you know women who are 

struggling with tummy problems?” 
 

Note that almost all of these sample Hot Hooks, we’ve given an example using a 
specific group of people who you solve a problem for. 
 
You may need to edit these Hot Hook samples depending on which group of people 
you choose to solve a problem for. 
 
If you need help editing your Hot Hook, then you can attend Office Hours so Stacey 
and I can help you, or you can post your Hot Hook on the BHC Facebook page to get 
feedback. 
 
The BEST way to see if your Hot Hook is, in fact, HOT is to TEST it with real live 
people. This is another trap that thousands of health coaches fall into and get stuck 
in. 
They think they have to come up with the “perfect” Hot Hook BEFORE they can 
share it with anyone. 
 
What they don’t realize is that they CAN’T come up with the perfect Hot Hook 
UNTIL they share it with others! 
 
Why? 
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Because the feedback you get from sharing the Hot Hook is what helps you tweak 
and adjust it until it’s perfect and feels great rolling off your tongue. 
 
So what you’re going to draft for yourself is what we call a Starter Hot Hook. 
 
It’s a Hot Hook that’s good enough to get you started and sharing it with people. 
 
Your action step from this video is to draft your Starter Hot Hook or choose a draft 
that we’ve created for you, and say your Hot Hook to at LEAST 20 people. 
 
Notice how it feels to say the Starter Hook, notice what people’s reactions to it are, 
then adjust the Starter Hook and say it to 20 MORE people. 
 
Share it with people you meet at the post office or the grocery store, people you 
meet at networking events, people you run into ANYWHERE - that’s what will get 
you to a Hot Hook that you love and that hooks ideal clients and referrals. 
 
In next week’s training, we’re going to continue to show you how to make your first - 
or next - $5K as a health coach. We’ll share simple ways to price your programs, how 
to take payments, and then we’ll tie everything from this week’s training together in 
our Done-For-You Complete Getting Clients Checklists - we’ve created one for you 
based on each Sample Starter Niche to help make getting paying clients EASY for 
you. 
 
Before you complete this week’s training, leave a comment and let us know - what’s 
your Starter Hot Hook? 


